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Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) has been used in analysis of rare earth
element (REE) ores from the geological formation of Norra Kärr Alkaline Complex in
southern Sweden. Yttrium has been detected in eudialyte (Na15 Ca6(Fe,Mn)3
Zr3Si(Si25O73)(O,OH,H2O)3 (OH,Cl)2) and catapleiite (Ca/Na2ZrSi3O9·2H2O). Singular value
decomposition (SVD) has been employed in classification of the minerals in the rock samples
and maps representing the mineralogy in the sampled area have been constructed. Based on
the SVD classification the percentage of the yttrium-bearing ore minerals can be calculated
even in fine-grained rock samples.
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Yttrium belongs to the group of rare earth metals, REMs (also known as rare earth elements;
REEs) with scandium and lanthanoids [1]. European commission has classified rare earth
elements as critical material for EU due to high supply risk as well as economic importance
[2]. Recently the EU Commission has divided REEs in to two groups, heavy rare earth
elements (HREEs) and light rare earth elements (LREEs) and scandium. Yttrium belongs to
HREEs and their demand has been predicted to increase in the future, which could lead to
possible deficit in 2020. The importance on REEs for modern technology is caused by their
specific optical, electrical and magnetic properties [3]. Yttrium is mainly used as raw material
in ceramics, metallurgy, and phosphors. A well-known example is a yttrium-aluminumgarnet crystal used in Nd:YAG lasers. In many of these applications, yttrium is hard to
substitute with another material without losing the functionality. In year 2016 yttrium oxide
was consumed 3000 to 6000 tons globally, mostly to form very pure oxide compounds for
luminescent phosphors. Word production of yttrium was estimated to be 5000–7000 tons.
Currently yttrium, along with other REEs, is mainly supplied in China [4]. Worldwide
resources are supposed to be large, because yttrium occurs in most of the REE deposits [5,6].
In geological environments, yttrium can be found in many different minerals in various
concentrations.
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In this research, laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) has been utilized to mapping
of yttrium-bearing rocks. For mining purposes, ore bodies are 3D-modelled based on
different geological measurements and various analyzed samples. We have constructed
mineral maps, which offer fast and informative description of the mineralogical and
elemental distribution of the drill core samples. Many tasks in mining processes as well as in
mill processes could also gain profit of this kind of specification of rocks. For example, the
texture i.e. the grain size and the shape of the minerals and the location of the gangue
minerals can complicate the beneficiation of the ore.
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The applications of LIBS in analysis of various geological materials have been reviewed in
detail by Harmon et al. [7] and the strongest evidence of the capability of LIBS is the still
continuous operation of the ChemCam analyzer in planetary exploration in Mars [8]. The first
reported LIBS research on yttrium by Ishizuka [9] thoroughly studied the plasma dimensions,
emission intensities and the calibration curves of several REEs in different salt matrices. As a
result, lowest limit of detection for yttrium was 2 ppm and it was observed in sodium chloride
matrix. Harilal et al. [10] used LIBS on yttrium to analyze temporal and spatial changes in a
laser-induced plasma generated on a superconductor YBa2Cu3O7 and Buckley et al. [11]
detected yttrium in the exhaust fumes. Yttrium solutions, among others, have been used to
compare LIBS and inductively coupled plasma spectroscopy (ICP-OES) by Fichet et al. [12]
and a detection limit of 0.8 mg/L was obtained. Extensive list of emission lines based on the
REE samples prepared from reference materials at mass percentages of 1 to 50 has been
provided by Martin et al. [13]. Just recently, Labutin et al. [14] have been able to determine
limit of detection for yttrium, 0.6 ppm, using certified geological reference materials and
plasma modeling.
Instead of quantitative analysis of yttrium, the aim of this research was identification of the
yttrium-bearing minerals using singular value decomposition (SVD). It offers a possibility to
2
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find structure between the observations and the data variables, which can be used to extract
the most important information to represent the data.

2. Experimental
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2.1 Samples
The three diamond drill core samples from Norra Kärr deposit were selected for the LIBS
analysis. The geological formation of Norra Kärr Alkaline Complex in southern Sweden
consists on agpaitic nepheline syenites, also called as grennaite, which is a rock type rich in
zirconium and rare-earth elements. The samples consist of typical PGT grennaite (grennaite
with pegmatite), in which fine-grained greenish aegirine-rich ground mass contains
leucosomic coarser pegmatitic sections, where mineral composition is nepheline altered to
zeolite (natrolite–analcime), microcline, albite, eudialyte and catapleiite [15,16]. This PGTtype of mineralization covers about 75 % of Norra Kärr’s mineral resource. The main
minerals of these PGT-rocks and examples of their chemical formulas are presented in Table
1. In minerals, the ratio of the cations may vary and partly they may have been substituted by
other similar-sized elements even inside a single crystal. Thus, the chemical formulas given
are in general form. The potential ore minerals of Norra Kärr are eudialyte and catapleiite,
whereas the aegirine, all the feldspars and the feldspathoid nepheline are unworthy gangue
minerals.

D

Typical chemical formula
NaFeSi2O6
(Na,K)AlSiO4
Na2Al2Si3O10 · 2H2O - NaAlSi2O6·H2O
KAlSi3O8
NaAlSi3O8
(Na,K)AlSi3O8
Na15 Ca6(Fe,Mn)3 Zr3Si(Si25O73)(O,OH,H2O)3 (OH,Cl)2
Ca/Na2ZrSi3O9·2H2O

PT
E

Mineral
Aegirine
Nepheline
Natrolite - Analcime
Microcline
Albite
Anorthoclase
Eudialyte
Catapleiite

MA

Table 1. Main minerals of PGT-type grennaite in Norra Kärr deposit.

wt%[15]
21.4
11.2
16.3
16.0
17.7
1.3
8.2
4.0
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In general, REE grades in eudialyte may be lower than those of other REE-minerals monazite
and xenotime, but in eudialyte, the HREE content is high and the environmentally hazardous
uranium and thorium contents are lower [5]. Especially in Norra Kärr deposit the proportion
of the valuable HREEs, including yttrium, is high. It has been investigated, that the eudialyte
minerals contain as high as 95 % of REEs of Norra Kärr. Also, economically interesting
zirconosilicate mineral, catapleiite, occurs in the deposit. The total REE and zirconium
contents as oxides in specific coarse-grained PGT have been analyzed at concentrations of
0.62 % and 2.01 %, respectively [15]. On average the yttrium content in Norra Kärr eudialyte
is 1.3 % [17]. This indicates, that some cations of eudialyte have been substituted by yttrium
and due to the chemical similarity, by other HREEs.
2.2. Setup
Plasma was generated by focusing a KrF excimer laser (Optex, Lambda Physik) into the
surface of a sample at spot size of 200 µm in diameter. Average pulse energy of ~2.5 mJ
corresponds to irradiance of approximately 0.9 GW/cm2. The plasma emission was collected
via fused silica fiber. Fiber head was fixed to 30º angle from the laser beam and the distance
3
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from the plasma plume was 1 cm. Plasma light was dispersed in a 150 mm Czerny-Turner
type imaging spectrograph (Acton, SP-150), resolution was 0.2 nm.
An intensified charge coupled device (ICCD) with a 1024 x 256 pixel imaging area and an
18-mm intensifier (InstaSpec V, Oriel) was used in recording the spectra. The delay time of 1
µs and the gate width of 2 µs were found optimal for these measurements and were controlled
by a delay generator (model DG 535, Stanford Research System, Inc.). From all three
samples a 1.5 cm x 1.5 cm area was measured resulting in with 60 x 60 spectra. At each
location 5 laser shots were accumulated to produce a LIBS spectrum.
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2.3. Data processing
The spectral data was decomposed with SVD using MATLAB R2015a software (The
MathWorks, Inc.) from the original raw data (except for the background correction in the
detector). The spectra were arranged to a matrix containing 60 x 180 measurements and each
consisted of 701 pixels, which corresponded to the image intensified area of the 1024 pixel
detector representing the spectral region of 389 nm – 417 nm.

3. Results and discussions
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The mathematical formulation in detail of the singular value decomposition can be found
elsewhere [18–20], but the schematic diagram in Fig. 1 demonstrates the variables in this
research given by SVD function [21]. U and V are orthogonal normalized matrices and the
columns of U and V are called left and right singular vectors, respectively. S is a diagonal
matrix containing the singular values, which are positive and sorted in the decreasing order.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the outcome of the singular value decomposition on the analyzed LIBS data.

SVD is related to the principal component analysis (PCA). If the spectral data in A is
centered column wise as it typically is in PCA, the results are equal: right singular vectors
given as columns of the matrix V correspond to the principal components, also known as
loadings, and the matrix U*S contains the scores of PCA [20]. The feasibility of PCA on
LIBS spectra in constructing of high-resolution maps has been recently demonstrated by Klus
4
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et al. [22], which based on the idea that the first principal component represents the variation
caused solely by the uranium and its score values show the location of the ore.
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In our approach the matrices obtained via SVD are used directly for the classification of the
spectral data. Firstly, the spectral data matrix has not been pre-processed. The discussion of
the influence of the LIBS data treatment, including data centering, to the multivariate data
analysis can be found in detail elsewhere [23], but in this case the raw data is optimal to find
the differences in several minerals. When the data is not centered, the first component
spectrum typically represents approximate average spectrum and the others show changes
respective to it [24]. The SVD components V1 – V4, which explain 99.5 percent of the
variance of the LIBS data (calculated from S2), are presented in Fig. 2. If the value of V is
close to zero at certain wavelenght it has only a little contribution to the component. A high
positive or negative load, on the other hand, suggests a strong contribution of the wavelength
to the component in question [25]. Some selected waveleghts of representative elements
describing the sample minerals have been marked to the spectrum in Fig. 2 to guide the eye.
As the analysis is based on the whole spectrum in the range of 389 nm – 417 nm, the
laborious identification of spectral lines with dense, overlapping spectra of zirconium, iron
and yttrium is not needed. With strong negative peaks, V1 correlates to the existence of
aluminum and calcium. V2 has a strong positive peak of calcium and also smaller peaks for
yttrium and iron, where as the aluminum peak is negative. V3 correlates to silicon and iron on
positive peaks and to yttrium on negative peaks. V4 shows positive peaks of iron and yttrium,
where as others are negligible.

5
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Fig. 2. Right singular vectors V1 – V4 calculated by SVD from the LIBS spectra measured from Norra Kärr
drill core samples. Lines of the silicon, calcium, aluminum, iron and yttrium are presented in x-axis to show the
contribution of selected elements to the components.
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The matrix U works as a scaled version of the PCA scores [18] and the maps in Fig. 3 show
values of the U in each measurement point with respect to the first four SVD components.
The values of U1 regarding to the first component V1 were all negative, but other three show
both positive and negative values. Sign of the U value (Fig. 3) controls the appearance of the
certain peaks in component spectra (Fig. 2) and the magnitude has an impact to the intensity.

Fig. 3. Left singular vectors U1 – U4 for each measured location are presented as colored maps for three Norra
Kärr samples. Note the different numerical scale on each plot.
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The mineral composition of sample was classified according to sign of the singular vectors
U2, U3 and U4. It was assumed, that the similar shaped spectra would tend to cluster in a
particular region according to their geochemical composition. As the values of U1 were all
negative and the corresponding component V1 had a form of negative average spectrum, it
was excluded from this analysis. The values of U2, U3 and U4 were divided to 8 different
regions described by the octant notation. For example, when the values were all positive, the
octant region was marked as “+++” and as “---“ when all three were negative.

AC

All data points were classified to one of these octants and were presented in colors to provide
maps of the samples, named A, B and C, in Fig. 4 (1). As a reference, the photo, where the
main minerals have been macroscopically identified in Fig. 4 (2) is shown. It can be
observed, that the map based on SVD classification follows the locations of the coarser
grained areas. In photo taken under UV laser light (Fig. 4 (3)) catapleiite can be recognized
due to the strong green luminescence, which is typical to the Norra Kärr catapleiite and is
caused by uranyl ion (UO2)2+. Other luminescence colors may also correlate to certain
minerals, as luminescence often is an indication of presence of an activator element in the
mineral structure [26]. In addition, the yttrium distribution determined as intensity from
yttrium line at 412.8 nm [27] is presented in Fig. 4 (4).
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Fig. 4. (1) Mineral classification, based on the singular value decomposition using left singular vectors U2, U3
and U4, was carried out simultaneously for three Norra Kärr samples (A, B, C). Each color represents one
octant, e.g. yellow areas correspond to the data points, where the values of U2 and U4 were positive and U3
negative (+-+). The results are compared to the (2) photo of the measured area. Mineral abbreviation Eud stands
for eudialyte, Aeg for aegerine, Cat for catapleiite, Nph for nepheline and Fsp for feldspar minerals. In (3)
corresponding luminescence photo under UV laser light (248 nm) is presented and in 4) distribution of yttrium
emission intensity at 412.8 nm, where darkest blue corresponds negligible values.

AC

Based on the classification results, the original data was used to generate average spectra of
all the measured locations belonging to specific color. The eight spectra are presented in Fig.
5, and final division to corresponding mineral types has been based on the strongest spectral
features in them. Again, only some emission lines are marked to the spectrum to support the
analysis.
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Fig. 5. Each color spectrum represent the average, which has been calculated from the original spectral data
belonging to specific color shown in Fig. 4. Similar spectra are illustrated in the same subplot to demonstrate the
respective resemblance. Small insert spectra show the differences in the spectral features of
feldspar/feldspathoid minerals (up left) and eudialyte, catapleiites and aegerine (down right).
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The areas in the map under dark red, light red, blue and violet have been recognized as
feldspar and feldspathoid minerals. Spectral lines of potassium can be seen as side wings in
the both red spectra (insert in Fig. 5). The average contents (wt-%) of potassium in Norra
Kärr microcline and nepheline are 8.99 % and 2.32 %, respectively [28], so the light red areas
in Fig. 4 (4) most likely are microcline and dark red are feldspathoid nepheline. The black
colored group belong to the aegirine, since iron and silicon contents are high in the average
spectrum. The two green average spectra differ only slightly on their relative intensities,
mostly of calcium. The respective locations in the map have been recognized in the areas,
where the catapleiite mineral emits strong green luminescence in Fig. 4 (3). The yellow areas
correlate to the locations of reddish eudialyte mineral in the photos in Fig. 4 (2). The
intensities of yttrium, iron and manganese lines are strong in yellow spectrum and the lines
are wide due to the occurrence of the zirconium, although not marked to the spectra. The
comparison of green spectra of catapleiite to the other zirconium-rich mineral eudialyte and
to the iron-rich aegirine is shown in another insert in Fig. 5. The green catapleiite spectra do
not contain lines of manganese or iron, but otherwise follows the spectral lines of the yellow
eudialyte, which is congruent to the mineral compositions in Table 1.
The correlation between the mineral locations and the areas classified by the SVD was very
good as shown in Fig. 4. As a result, the content of the ore minerals eudialyte and catapleiite
8
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could be determined for the analyzed samples (Table 2). In the fine-grained areas of sample
C, the macroscopic identification of minerals is very challenging, even impossible. The
estimated percentage level of eudialyte (12 % of the measured points) most likely would not
have been obtained without the SVD classification based on the LIBS analysis. For these
kinds of samples the complementary laser spectroscopic method Raman, which in general is
very powerful in mineral identification, suffers from the strong fluorescent background.
Table 2. Mineral percentages in three sampled areas based on the SVD classification of the LIBS spectra.

B
12
10
78

C
12
4
84

PT

A
4
12
83
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%
Eudialyte
Catapleiite
Gangue minerals
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SVD classification could be carried out to any LIBS spectra measured, but the spectral range,
which optimally describes the changes in the minerals of interest, must be selected with care.
When aiming to the potential use in on-line sorting, the use of high resolution spectrum at
wide spectral range quickly increases the data handling time and thus it is necessary to find a
compromise. In this research, the spectra measured from 389 nm – 417 nm was optimally
describing the Norra Kärr PGT samples. If more lines would have been included to the study,
their contribution might have been dominating the first components and the separation would
have needed more values of singular vectors U. On the other hand, without certain lines, the
identification is more approximate. This was observed, when sorting was also tried separately
for sample A in the spectral regions of 401 nm – 428 nm and 283 nm – 317 nm. In general,
the first case lacks lines of silicon and aluminum, but shows yttrium, zirconium, iron and
calcium. An oversimplified conclusion of this test was that map generated at this range
describes best the eudialyte and catapleiite minerals and the gangue minerals are not
separated well enough. The latter spectral range shows strong lines of silicon, aluminum, and
calcium and, respectively, classifies better the gangue minerals but does not see difference
between catapleiite and eudialyte. By combining these spectral ranges similar classification to
the one given in Fig 4. can be obtained, which can be seen as a proof of the optimal
performance obtained by spectra measured at 389 nm – 417 nm.

AC

This classification describes only the major differences in the spectra, because the number of
vectors is limited. If there are only few points in the data set for specific mineral of interest, it
may not be included to the selected components. To demonstrate this, the classification was
carried out also separately on each sample A, B and C at the optimal spectral range between
389 nm and 417 nm. As a result, the catapleiite mineral was not found from the sample C.
When the average spectra obtained from sample C were taken under study, it was realized,
that method rather found differences in the intensities of the main emission lines in the larger
groups of data points instead of detecting the change in the relatively weaker yttrium lines of
catapleiite. The percentage catapleiite in the sample C was only 4, corresponding to 144
measurement points. On the contrary, although the eudialyte content in sample A was same
4 %, it was clearly seen at the sampled locations. This can be explained by the greater
difference in the spectrum, as eudialyte has strong lines of yttrium, zirconium, and
manganese in the range 404 nm (Fig. 5).
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The appearance of calcium and aluminum in Fig 5. despite the general chemical formula
given in Table 1 can be either seen as an indicator of an occurrence of many minerals at the
measured location or the occurred replacement of cations in the minerals. At the borders of
mineral grains, the laser most likely hits simultaneously to two or even more different
minerals and thus the obtained spectrum is a mixture of these. Also the chemical variations in
minerals are common and the analysis based on SVD is not meant to be that exact to
differentiate all of those. Thus, the average spectra may be somewhat misleading for the
recognition of the minerals. Especially for the elements with weak intensities, it could be
useful to check how much spectrum in measured location differs from an average one. For
example, yttrium lines could be observed, in descending order of intensity, in the average
spectra of eudialyte (yellow), catapleiite (greens) and aegirine (black) in Fig. 5. The map
constructed of the intensity distribution of yttrium line in Fig. 4 (4) reveals, that yttrium
rarely occurs at the regions of aegirine in these samples.
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An approach based on SVD on the LIBS spectra can be used extract the mineralogical
information of rock samples. The classification of all spectral points based on the singular
vectors can be used to construct a map representing the mineralogy and geological texture at
the sampled area. The minerals can be identified based on the average spectra from the
original data. There may be a possibility to detect also the chemical alterations of minerals,
but care must be taken in the interpretation of the results and the use of the original data in
addition to the average spectra is recommended. A prior knowledge of the minerals to be
identified is a benefit in the selection of a representative spectral range, but the method can be
used as a first approach to discriminate and visualize any spectral data.
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